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Aim
1 | Aim
Aim of this document is to provide technical drawings and diagrams complementary to the
Report.
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Alternative testing platform
2 | Alternative testing platform
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SECTION A-A
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3 | Compliant mechanism


















































4 | Zeus UAV accessories



































































































































































































































SCALE: 1:2 SHEET 1 OF 1
A4PCB HOLDER
ZEUS
Star Platinum UAV accessories
5 | Star Platinum UAV accessories



























































































































SCALE: 2:1 SHEET 1 OF 1
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Additional EFM 113B Holder
6 | Additional EFM 113B Holder













































Hammer system block 3 circuit schematic
7 | Hammer system block 3 circuit
schematic
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Hammer system block 3 circuit PCB board
8 | Hammer system block 3 circuit
PCB board
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Hammer system block 3 circuit PCB board - Real scale
8.1 Hammer system block 3 circuit PCB board - Real scale






















Figure 8.1.1: Hammer system block 3 real size PCB.
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